Extension development for the MMF2 iOS Exporter
This document will describe the fundamentals of developing extensions modules for use in MMF2's (Multimedia Fusion 2) iOS Runtime environment.
Developing extensions for the MMF2 iOS Runtime is easy if you follow this guide. MMF2's runtime was originally only designed for the PC and has therefore some non-standard coding and design desicions if you are used to the Objective-C coding standard.
MMF2 extensions for the Windows runtime is written in C++. This documents focuses on developing the extension using the iOS Dummy control extension located here:
http://community.clickteam.com/showthread.php?t=73245
The dummy control extension is a premade C++ extension that has no functionality at all. You can use the .JSON file bundled in the zip file to define the actions, conditions and expressions for the extension to interface with MMF2.
I will mainly focus on the iOS/Objective-C side of the extension development except for the JSON part.

Overview of MMF2:
Multimedia Fusion 2 is a game/application development tool that allows users to quickly create games and applications by defining the rules in an intuitive visual editor called the "Event editor". MMF2 hides all unnessecary complexity making it easy to create 2D games for any platform.
MMF2 exports it's games to the iOS environment by exporting a complete XCode project containing the source code for the MMF2 runtime which works like a virtual machine for the .cci file format.
The .cci file is a packed binary format containing everything specific to the game including graphics, sounds, music and the most important: the games' code that the virtual machine will execute.
MMF2's event runtime has 3 concepts important to understand:
"Conditions", "Actions" and "Expressions".
Conditions:
Conditions are the building blocks of any game. They are used to specify exactly when you want stuff to happen - for example at the start of the current level, when the user taps the screen, when two objects collide ect.ect.
They can easiest be compared to functions that either return TRUE or FALSE depending on if the condition was met or not for the given input arguments.
MMF2's event runtime works by constantly looping over a list of 'events' which consists of one or more conditions. Conditions are named "conditions" because those conditions must be met before the runtime will do anything.
An example event with two conditions:
* [Hero] collides with [Enemy]
* Number of Lives is greater than 0

As the runtime evaluates this event it will test for collisions between the 'Hero' object and the 'Enemy' objects. If any 'Enemy' collides with the 'Hero' the condition returns true and the runtime continues evaluating the event - otherwise it skips that event and goes on to the next one. If the condition 'Numer of lives is greater than 0' returns TRUE then any action associated with the event will be executed.

The behavior of the event depends on the type of the first condition in the event. There are two types of conditions: "evaluated" and "triggered".
Evaluated conditions will be constantly checked as the runtime executes it's event-list 50-60 times per second (depending on the set framerate).
Examples of evaluated collisions could be: if a touch input is contionusly active, an object is overlapping another object, a counter object is a given value ect, ect. They will be checked all the time in the event-loop.

Triggered conditions are similar to what most programmers know as 'callbacks'. They will not ever happen unless they are manually 'triggered' by something else.
Examples of triggered conditions could be one-shot user-input events (mouse click/screen-tap), Start of frame, timer events, when a collision between two objects happen, UI button presses and so on.
Note that a 'triggered' condition can still be put as a second condition in an event and must act appropriately.

Actions:
Actions are what the user want to happen when certain conditions have been met.
Each object or extension in MMF2 have a set of actions the user can choose from. For example the user defines this rule:
* [Enemy] collides with [HeroBullet]
--->   [Enemy]: Destroy

The enemy will then get destroyed when hit by the bullet shot by the hero.
Actions can also have input arguments like the action:
	--->   [Hero]: Set X coordinate to:   714
- Where 714 is a number argument for the 'Set X coordinate' action.

Expressions:
Expressions are functions that return data from an object. The type of that data can either be an integer, a double or a string. Expressions can be used in conditions and actions as input arguments.
Example of uses of expressions:
* X coordinate of [Hero] is greater than:  X("Enemy") - 100
---> [Hero]: Set X coordinate to:   X("Hero") + Value("Counter")
Here the X-coordinate is retrieved from the 'Enemy' and 'Hero' objects as well as the current value from a counter object.
Expressions can have arguments too taking strings, integers or doubles as input - for example you want to make a mathematical extension for MMF2 that returns the result of some complex calculation that takes many input variables.

The .JSON file
In the iOSDummyControl.zip file you will find the 'iOSDummy.json' file. You should rename all the files from 'iOSDummy.*' to the name of the extension.
 In this file all the information about the extension must be entered.
    "About": {
        "Name": "iOS dummy object",
        "Author": "Your Name",
        "Copyright": "Copyright (C) 2012 Your Name",
        "Comment": "A sentence or two to describe your extension",
        "URL": "http://www.example.com",
        "Help": "Help/Example.chm",
        "Identifier": "IOSD"
    },
How to fill out most of these fields should be self-explanatory.
The Identifier must be a 4-character unique identifier for the extension. No extension for MMF2 should have the same identifier. This is by design and cannot easily be changed. It might seem hard to chose an identifier since there is no central database over which extensions use what identifier.
Easiest way to avoid choosing an already taken identifier is to chose a random 4 char string like "x7kD".

Menus:
First you must define how the actions, conditions and expressions are shown in the action menu for the user of MMF2. These secions only contain the layout of the menus, the names and their ID's (for later reference).
From the example .JSON file:
    "ActionMenu":
    [
        [0, "Action Example"],
        "Separator",
        ["Sub Menu",
            [1, "Second Action Example"]
        ]
    ],

The JSON array called "ActionMenu" then contains an action with ID "0" called "Action Example", a seperator and a submenu called "Sub menu" containing an action with ID "1" called "Second Action Example". You can add as many actions as you like.
You follow the exact same approach with the "ConditionsMenu" and "ExpressionMenu" arrays in the JSON file. ID's must start at 0 in each array.

Defining arguments
Actions:
In the "Actions" array you must define the details for your actions. They must be listed in the order matching their ID's given in their menus. That means that the action given ID 0 must be the first action in the "Actions" array (at index 0).
    "Actions":
    [
        {
            "Title": "Action Example with parameter %0",
            "Parameters":
            [
                ["Integer", "Example Parameter"]
            ]
        },
        {
            "Title": "Second Action Example"
        }
    ],

Each action is defined in a JSON dictionary containing at least the "Title" string. If your action has parameters you must include the "Parameters" array that contains one array per parameters. The array for each parameter must define it's type and the parameter name (shown to the user in MMF2's expression editor). You can chose between several types of argument types: "String", "Float", "Integer", "Filename", "Object", "Position" ect, ect... You can find a complete list of all the parameter types and how to retrieve them in ObjectiveC from the main iOS extension development document.
The "Title" string will be displayed in MMF2's event editor showing the arguments at the position you define using the percentage-macros. "%0" will be replaced by a textual/visual representation of the argument at the given index. The second argument can be referenced by "%1" and so on.
The macro "%o" (lowecase O) is replaced by your extensions' icon to reference the object. You should always include it. It is most commonly located 

Conditions:
Conditions and their arguments are defined in the exact same way except that they need the "Triggered" boolean:
"Triggered": false
If it is false it will be a standard evaluated condition. If it is set to true it will be a triggered callback function that you must manually trigger from within the extension code.

Expressions:
The Expressions are defined exacly like the Actions array except two details:
1) You must include a "Returns" string in the JSON dictionary that defines the expression. It must either be "Integer", "Float" or "String".
2) The Title string is the expression name itself that is used in the expressions. It should always include the '(' character at the end. For example "MyExpression(" so that it can be used like this in the expression editor:
	MyExpression("My Extension", "some argument", 1234)
If you return a string from your expression you should add a dollar sign ($) at the end of the title to help the user identify the return type of the expression when skimming the expression.

The .MFX file
The .mfx file is a renamed .DLL file that contains the C++ source code for the extension. The one bundled in the iOSDummyControl.zip file is just a compiled version of a completely empty template. No need to change this.
The .PNG file
The .png file will function as the icon for the extension.
Making a temporary .EXT file for Data/Runtime/iPhone/
Your extension will not show up in MMF2 if the current build type is set for iOS export unless your extension has a .EXT file in the /Data/Runtime/iPhone/ folder on Windows. When you start developing the extension it isn't important if this file contains anything at all. It can just be a 0 byte file. When you want to release your extension you generate a proper .EXT file using the extension packer tool.


Implementing your extension in Objective-C
Get a freshly exported copy of the MMF2 runtime source-codes as a base to develop the extension in.
Create a new file in the 'Classes/Extensions/' folder with the name:
 "CRun<NameOfExtension>.m" and  "CRun<NameOfExtension>.h" 
It is important that the class name begins with "CRun" because of the source-code generator that outputs the XCode project.

Your class must be a subclass of "CRunExtension".
	@interface CRunMyExtension : CRunExtension
Being a subclass of CRunExtension you automatically have access to two important objects: "ho" (short for "HeaderObject") and "rh" (short for "RunHeader").
"ho" is of type CExtension which is a subclass of "CObject" - the most basic runtime object. In the "ho" object you can find the object's current position and other useful information. More on that later.
Your extension class can override some functions that you might need:
-(BOOL)createRunObject:(CFile*)file withCOB:(CCreateObjectInfo*)cob andVersion:(int)version
-(void)destroyRunObject:(BOOL)bFast
-(int) getNumberOfConditions
-(int)handleRunObject
-(void)displayRunObject:(CRenderer*)renderer
-(void)getZoneInfos
-(BOOL)condition:(int)num withCndExtension:(CCndExtension*)cnd
-(void)action:(int)num withActExtension:(CActExtension*)act
-(CValue*)expression:(int)num

"createRunObject:withCOB:andVersion" is called on each instance of your extension when it is created in the runtime. You can allocate memory here as you would normally do in an 'init' routine in normal Objective-C classes.
"destroyRunObject" is the opposite. Here you must free all resources as you would in 'dealloc' in a Objective-C class.
"getNumberOfConditions" must return the number of conditions that your extension has. This is needed only due to historical reasons. Sorry for the inconvenience but it is required if you want your conditions to work.
"handleRunObject" is a function that will be called every run-loop for all instances of your extension. If you return the value REFLAG_ONESHOT the routine will not be called again. Use this if you do not need any code to run all the time to spare battery and CPU time. Return 0 if you need to do some sort of processing every run-loop. Please keep the processing to a minimum so it doesn't impact the performance of the application.
"displayRunObject" is the function that gets called when the renderer wants the object to display itself on the screen. You are given the renderer object on which you can call all sorts of rendering functions. For a UI control type extension you usually don't need to do anything else than just update the control's position. More on that later.
"getZoneInfos" is called when the runtime wants information about the object's dimensions. By default the runtime just uses the object's width, height and hotspot (origin position) to determine a bounding box. If you override this method you can control the bounding box size yourself if needed (usually not needed).
"condition:withCndExtension","action:withActExtension" or "expression" is called on your extension object when the runtime needs it to execute one of the conditions, actions or expressions. It is your task to look at the ID value passed to the method ("num") to see which code to execute. A good way is to simply do a switch(num){ ... } statement.

-(void)displayRunObject:(CRenderer*)renderer
If you are making an extension using a UIView you should position it in this method using this routine:
	[rh->rhApp positionUIElement:myView withObject:ho];
It will position the control at it's correct position on the screen as specified by it's current position value, frame-scrolling and adjustments if the extension is within a sub-application frame (sub-view that shows another level).
See more about how to show a UIView control later in this document.

Getting data from- and returning data to MMF2:
In your conditions you get passed an instance of a CCndExtension object called 'cnd'. Through this object you can get the arguments passed to your condition.
Depending on the type of the argument you call different methods.
Example:
	int intArgument = [cnd getParamExpression:rh withNum:0];
	int doubleArgument = [cnd getParamExpDouble:rh withNum:1];
	int stringArgument = [cnd getParamExpString:rh withNum:2];
The 'num' argument means the index of the argument in your condition you wish to retrieve. The type must macth the type(s) defined in the .JSON file.
Similarly in the actions you get an instance of a CActExtension object which you use in the same way:
	int intArgument = [act getParamExpression:rh withNum:0];
	int doubleArgument = [act getParamExpDouble:rh withNum:1];
	int stringArgument = [act getParamExpString:rh withNum:2];

Getting arguments in an expression is a bit different though. There you must call this method for every argument you have and store the result:
	[ho getExpParam];
You can get the parameter directly:
	int intArgument = [[ho getExpParam] getInt];
	int doubleArgument = [[ho getExpParam] getDouble];
	int stringArgument = [[ho getExpParam] getString];
You must call the 'getExpParam' method and store the arguments in the same order as they are defined in the JSON file.

To return the result of your expression back to MMF2 you must ask the runtime for a temporary CValue object that will be returned to it. You should never allocate your own CObject instance!
Returning data in expression examples:
	return [rh getTempValue:42];
	return [rh getTempDouble:42.4242];
	return [rh getTempString:@"Hello world"];
Strings will be copied into the CValue object.


Wrapping a UIView in the extension
//Todo


